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Please comment on your Section Leader's teaching.

Sort responses by overall course rating given:  ○ 1 to 5  ○ 5 to 1 | sort by rating

Filter responses by students' reason for taking this course:
-- none -- | filter by reason

Great TF. Very good at communicating ideas clearly and managing time within section.
• [Evaluate the course overall.: 5 (excellent)]
• [Evaluate your Section Leader overall.: 5 (excellent)]

I thought including questions in the sections was very helpful, and made sure that we were paying attention and internalizing the material.
• [Evaluate the course overall.: 5 (excellent)]
• [Evaluate your Section Leader overall.: 5 (excellent)]

The class was taught well enough by Oliver that the sections did not feel very useful.
• [Evaluate the course overall.: 4 (very good)]
• [Evaluate your Section Leader overall.: 2 (fair)]

Good TF!
• [Evaluate the course overall.: 3 (good)]
• [Evaluate your Section Leader overall.: 5 (excellent)]